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Gemini kingston smash repairs

Told the car would be ready on Thursday, no phone call at all, called Thursday arvo, was told they had no one to do the job, asked me to call again next week, not eta. Called again next week, they said they would be ready to chatter on Tuesday, went there to pick up the car, they said no one was available to do the job. Asked me to come back the next day.
Got the car the next day, but the front bumper didn't set a large gap between the headlight and the bumper. Took it back, I got to pick it up the next day, no call called 3 that day, they said it wasn't ready! Returned again the next day, surprisingly, nothing was done. Their site manager said they've set... ametimaticTransparencyIncentivised
ReviewNoLsmsysusive opinion? Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 2Replacing part that was damaged back into the vehicle should be replaced with a new part for the first time. I pointed out the question after checking the completed repair, but if I hadn't noticed it then what? (you think about it) The part was ordered and replaced, but the lamp
was not yet on the same level with the repairs as I asked it. It was a headache dealing with them, you can continue to read other reviews the company has received, good luck! TransparencyIncentivized reviewA gentle view? Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 3I is racv insurance and brought by my car gemini. They carry out the test first so that
they can see the damage and assess the repair time. After checking, they booked the service. They said it would take a week and a half to repair my car. I left my car and after 1 week and a half when I called to ask about it, they haven't done anything because the insurance is not approved. So, after insurance is approved, they change the expected time to
almost 4 weeks. I know they found something else but what wrong check and evaluation w... Read on, from 1 and a half weeks to almost 4 weeks. And guess what, it wasn't ready again, they said it would be ready for another 2 days. So, it would take 1 and a half a week and it takes more than 5 weeks. They didn't offer anything to help, nor even a spare car
because it was their really mistake. Totally dissatisfied with the service and disrespect to me. A similar opinion? Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 4We took our car repairs here, repair time commitments were not maintained, there are no updates on progress, and we had to keep a call to find out if it was ready to pick up. The bigger issue was to
get our car back we found a scratch we hadn't seen before and ver comfortable they said it was there before and the photos were taken, very interesting. Please wait, check your car's photos before leaving your car is my advice. Very disappointed in the way they handle it, pretty much said that they employees can trust and we our clients are located in
hmmSimilar Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 5Extremely satisfied and after dating feedback, relaxed. I suspect it depends on the staff of individual franchises. The staff were quick, efficient and professional in their work. Excellent booking process, quick and accurate damage assessment. The time it takes to complete the repair was quickly and
accurately calculated. The quality of the repairs was excellent. There was a problem/monitoring with repairs initially, but it was quickly corrected without fuss at all. A similar opinion? Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 6Sent my car Gemini Sunshine western repair shop to assess according to my insurance claim. Car damage is in the back,
Gemini Sunshine recommended the insurance company inside the car boot to have rusty causing the part not to be sealed properly in the previous repair shop. They have to replace the whole part, which will cost very high. The insurance company recommends that I write off my car. I canceled my claim and contacted a third-party insurance company for a
second opinion, they suggested the car should be half repaired. After I talked to another car repairer, they opened the boot, and showed me it wasn't even rusty, just water stains. A similar opinion? Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 7I have used Gemini repair twice, twice for many, their workmanship is terrible my first car had rear damage, I
pushed on a new boot cover and 3 months later it's rust using paint. Make up some garbage excuse and did the job again, orange peel paint works. Do n't be impressed . I think I'd give them another chance for my son's car, which had bonnet damage and bumper/headlight damage. Ist guy appreciated the car and said there's no problem, we will replace the
hood, bumper and headlights with new parts, after I pushed on the new parts. The re... Read the moreturn from the vehicle repair I had another guy come out and do a quick go over and say we can fix the bumper and repair the lights, the only thing they replaced was the hood and plastic grill, after picking up the car I questioned them about the headlights
being a worse conditition than when we dropped the car off. They agreed to replace one lamp, and I had a foot bill and the source of another headlight myself... Great. Then their had a color job, omg, if you want orange peel look these guys are the best. They told me to bring the car back in a week and they buff it down and detail the car for good measure.
There are no details, and they buffed the bumper down so far that the paint went flat. I told the guy about pick up a mate what's in the flat color, he said, oh yes, that can happen when bla bla bla, bring it back next week and I'll have this buff it out. No more Gemini repairs, you won't see me again, and I wonder how well the jobs are done under the covers.
Consumer beware and RACQ to hang your head in shame when using this type of company as your Repairer. A similar opinion? Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 8On RACQ recommendations I park my car repair twins Wacol, they said it will take 1 1 but they had 1 month to fix only the bumper from the front side, and the damage wasn't
repaired properly, and again I went there they're down, but again the same problem, my fuel tank was empty when getting my car back, the baby seat in the car was dirty, may they drive my car at that time. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. A similar opinion? Write a review of ProductReview.com.au!Page 9I had some scratches on
my car that is insured through RACD and I was told to bring my car to Gemini, Progress Road, Wacol. We 2548 class 18,000, but for the other shadowy, although I was sent, and when I took my car, I was very pleasantly surprised. The car looked young, was cleaned and vacuumed inside and washed from the outside. I was picked up at my house by taxi to
pick up my car and I couldn't be happier. If you have an accident, it's sad, but going to Gemini makes up for a lot of misery, your car will be just as new !!! A similar opinion? Write a review about ProductReview.com.au! Welcome to Gemini Kingston! We opened the door on Monday with a massive new workshop located opposite Fyshwick Fresh Food
Markets in our National Capital. Gemini Kingston is a significant investment in the Canberra region... allows us to ensure the best standards of repair and customer service. Brett Sharp &amp; Team Twins Kingston are ready to serve with a fresh and modern approach to accident repair. Seiten, die von der Seite mit Gefällt mir markiert wurdenCapital
S.M.A.R.T Repair1121 gefällt dasKfz-Werkstatt916 gefällt dasThe small panel shop that really cares. Is it a small bump or a weary that needs repair? No... Mehr ansehen1400 gefällt dasI-CAR Australia was launched in September 2006 as part of I-CAR's global expansion. Specialize... 351 gefällt dasAutoRaise is a charitable organisation committed to
addressing skills shortages in the vehicle... 2863 gefällt dasConnectionConnection Collision repair industry with shared knowledge, networking capabilities and recognition.4476 gefällt dasFounded In 2017, a music and art festival under the trees has been placed under the trees... 3,531 gefällt dasWe are a charity that collects new and previously loved
running shoes, which we give to people in need... 428 gefällt dasKarosseriewerkstatt1921 gefällt dasHere at the Wyoming Lavender Estate we grow, harvest and distill our own lavender. We've found Mount... 291 gefällt dasSit In, Stand Out with WrapMe Sydney. We offer vinyl packaging in both clear (PPF) and color changes... Michelle 09 June 2019 14:39
I'd give them -5 if it enabled me. Had to go through a massive process to have our car re-repaired as a job they were atrocious. Think twice before using Gemini Repair your car. Fergus 26 May 2019 8:05 Very friendly and helpful staff. A very effective evaluation process. I have discovered that this applies to times I had to use my services ozoffice 02 May
2019 5:09 Just found these these used used parts to repair my Mercedes Benz, the only reason I found out is that parts are not, contacted AAMI yesterday about it and are still waiting to hear back. I'm furious about this witty company. I was even told about these guys using a second-used part and even rang the evaluator and asked that there are no second-
use or after-sales parts to be used, he assured me that only new parts would be used. .... Fancy that.... And they still use second-used parts daniel 27 April 2019 17:18 Do not let other reviews scare you away! Was told I could take 4 days, which I did think was a bit excessive, but ended up having less, which was a better piece of mind. The quality of the
work was done to a very good standard. Satisfied with his work and will go back if neeed Karina 26 March 2019 20:52 My partner had his car taken here as part of an insurance claim. They never called, even if they said they did (and we even double check they had the right number), the repair was too much time, they ordered the wrong part and didn't check
the car thoroughly before hand-back resulting in issues being missed and we have to return the vehicle to them. We do not recommend and hope that AAMI stops using them as a repairer. 卞 27 January 2019 0:24 DO NOT EVER REPAIR HERE If you think repair here, don't expect to take back your car in a year. Fixed twice all have a problem, suncroup
insurance works with them OMFG my good parts they danmarged, then said just like that. All the people there very rude. Kamal 26 December 2018 19:34 Very unprofessional service. Due to the insurance claim had to take the car to this center, however, it is already 3 weeks, and they have no idea what they are doing in the car. There is no confirmed
delivery date, no status updates. Do you like this property, but a little more for you to know Rowen 25 December 2018 22:33 Worst Experience Ever. Why someone would take a vehicle here is beyond the imagination. Do you have this property but still have your How can the company pick up your car deal with an insurance company to do an assessment
and never talk to the owner of the car. DON'T TAKE YOUR VEHICLE HERE. Sean 22 October 2018 8:53 There were more problems with the car after I got it fixed than when I went. The insurance job I sent there, and I'm changing the insurance company when they send me back to fix the mess these guys (and rude admissions) are causing. Kunal 24
August 2018 19:17 This is the worst service that I have ever come across. Every week they say next week and it happens forever. It's only been about 2 months and I still don't have my car. Please never take your car to Gemini Kingston. My car would have taken 3-5 business days, as calculated by another mechanic, but because under insurance it had to
go to Gemini Kingston and I still suffer without a car. elliseu 17 August 2018 6:35 NOT EVER MAKE REPAIRS HERESY you think repair here, do not expect to take back your car year.and so rude not all of them, some of really rude. So use other, even insurance insurance use this store, please log off. Georgie 16 August 2018 12:53 Very fast, excellent
service! The car looks good as new again, insurance covered it all, thank you very much! Benjamin 12 August 2018 7:22 DO NOT USE, IF YOU ARE A TRADIE THEY JUST KEPT ON DELAY WEEK BOOOOO USER 28 July 2018 5:35 Fantastic service, everything was done as promised and the car came back looking better than new. Thank you for
making a really unpleasant situation an easy and monoedic experience. Deb 04 May 2018 2:12 If I could give them a minus score I will. Repairing my car was an insurance job. The main damage to my car was the sensor under the front bumper, and the unit that needed replacement as a diagnosed dealer. My car ended up with Gemini Kingston because the
dealer couldn't do a panel beating. The twins in Kingston knew that when the car was pulled from the dealer to his yard. Twins Kingston lost my car for two weeks. When I called to find out how my car repair was going the man I was talking to insisted that my car was not in its yard. The twins in Kingston only found my car when the insurance company called
and said it was there because they had a receipt from the towing company as evidence. Then I called every time I waited for the car to be ready, as previously recommended by Gemini Kingston, just told that it was not ready, but would be ready. I had to keep the insurance company recommended so that it could extend the rental car. Gemini Kingston gave
the insurance company various tips to what it gave me. I think they told me what they thought I wanted to hear and tried to blame others. As an example, Gemini Kingston tried to explain away one delay on the problem with getting my car booked by a dealer calibrating a new sensor – but the sensor hadn't even arrived from abroad! All Twins kingston had a
car from mid-January to mid-March. I understand that Gemini Kingston doesn't order spare parts on the site and wonder if the spare part would have got here more immediately if the original dealer had ordered it/ My advice: don't choose this company, and if your insurance company doesn't, ask them to take their car somewhere else. Zheng 06 April 2018
2:03 If you are a tradie, do not use these guys they told me for 2 weeks only screw to repair (without panel damage). It is now stretched to 3 weeks. I explained I can't do some jobs without all my equipment installed on the van. Mon 02 Apr 2018 17:21 Insurance claim. These guys returned the car to me and I couldn't open the door from the inside. I've got
everything done elsewhere, and the insurance will cover it. Called insurance, and they said no to that. Unreliable and unprofessional (but not all employees). Do you have this property but still a little send I mean change insurance now if other repairs. Nothing was said about repairs and they couldn't give me a list of what was done to my car when they first
returned to my car. peter 10 March 2018 19:03 Very unlucky unlucky car accident damage no comunication of them was ring serveral times office staffhad noidea what happens 2 months later finally get the car back unsolemed at all Stuff 09 February 2018 21:07 This site was chosen by my insurance company and if I had my choice would not be this place.
The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. There communication was not very good, and when they said that they would contact me to see how everything was. They didn't and I had to contact them to arrange a car to go back to have some things fixed. They left the car discussing the state that the inside of the car was so dirty that you
could write a dash of dust and then were so eerased to get it cleaned with them. Whether you like this property, but there are still all bookings I will not thank them for. There are still problems with the car. But I'm going to fix them for someone else. Graham 19 November 2017 8:15 Address change at 19 Mildura St, FYSHWICK ACT 2609 2609
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